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MNLA AWARD WINNER
Project Name: Family Focused Fabulous
Firm: Livit Site + Structure
Project Description: The brief for this project 
was multifold for this young and active family:
• Create multiple entertainment spaces suit-
able for both sophisticated entertaining and 
outdoor family smores nights.
• Design and implement a distinct outdoor liv-
ing space that elevated the home amongst its 
neighbors and tied in with the existing home 
aesthetic.
• Keep a yard big enough for the kids, friends, 
and teammates.
• Keep maintenance simple. They want to 
spend their time at home entertaining, not 
working.

This family loves to be outdoors and want-

ed to include two-level out-of-door living for 
their many family, friends, and team gather-
ings. We built in living areas which represent-
ed different experiences: a gas fire table and 
lounging area; an outdoor “dining room”; a 
covered “living room” replete with sectional, 
coffee table, and TV watching area; and fi-
nally the “football field,” as they call it, which 
can accommodate the entire soccer team or 
neighborhood tag games for the kids. Each 
zone is open to the other and yet maintains 
its unique identity inviting both intimate one-
on-ones, as well as, larger gatherings that can 
spread out amongst the different areas. Play 
areas are slated for the yard with a “storage 
garage” that was built specifically to accom-
modate the kids’ equipment. 

The aesthetic of the outdoor areas was de-
signed not only for function but also to reflect 

the interiors and keep the inside/outside liv-
ing feeling continuous and not separate. For 
example, the shiplap used on the fire table is 
the same shiplap that is featured inside the 
home. The Douglas Fir timbers used on the 
pergola are the same as the interior ceiling 
beams. The lighting program and entertain-
ment features rival any of those on the indoor, 
wiring through the ceiling and support posts 
to create ambient lighting and an entertain-
ment area. We utilized the same siding, roof 
lines, Standing Seam Metal roofing, custom 
doors, and other key architectural details on 
the new storage structure as were used on the 
main home. The original stone support col-
umns were not in keeping with the client’s de-
sired look, so we removed and replaced them 
with streamlined supports that are more re-
flective of the home’s exterior aesthetic.
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The plantings were kept simple using boxwoods, hydrangea, arborvi-
tae, and strategically-placed birch and maples to create borders and pro-
vide privacy with neighbors while ensuring clear views of the lake for the 
homeowners. Additional pops of color were added via contemporary tall 
planters featuring palms, hibiscus and other annuals. We also designed 
and supplied custom outdoor furniture for all separate “living” spaces, 
which kept with the sleek and clean look this couple loves. 

From a technical aspect, we installed new under decking to keep water 
from reaching the lower “living room” and manage water flow. We cap-
tured the water and diverted it from the foundation to the middle of the 
lawn, where the sandy soil allows for absorption which prevents runoff to 
the lake and stream at the bottom of the property. We installed drip irriga-
tion throughout, zoned for the different areas and planters. We also retro-
fit the existing turf irrigation system to accommodate the new turf areas. 
We simplified the existing grade to make it seem more “level” and created 
a stepdown using custom New York Bluestone to the fire table area to cre-
ate the feeling of a “sunken” living room. Broom-finish color concrete with 
tool cuts and modern planking bluestone were used to help create clean 
finishes and a more contemporary look. 

Our design and implementation efforts resulted in an outdoor living 
space that is continuously in use, perpetually enjoyed, and is the envy of 
its neighborhood peers. The homeowner is thrilled that all of their criteria 
were addressed. They are now eager to host every neighborhood event, 
or just cozy in for a family popcorn and movie night in their new outdoor 
living space. n
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